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INDIA-INTERNATIONAL ACHIEVERS'

SUMMIT 2014
The objective of this Summit would be to discuss areas of common interests among
the business communities of the two countries and enhance cooperation between
the corporate sectors. B2B meetings would also be organized during this Summit in
Dubai. The meeting will provide a platform for the Indian companies, institutions and
individuals to discuss possibilities of business engagement with overseas partners.

2014 Summits & Conclaves: Delhi, Mumbai, Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, London

let’s work for a better society

For nomination or any other information regarding these summits Contact:
Mr. Rajesh, Summit Manager, +91 9810066763
Email: iafsummit@gmail.com www.iafindia.org
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C

orporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is the new buzz word
which has created new hopes and expectations amongst a diversity
of stakeholders. Its effective operationalisation is also demanding
newer approaches and innovative modus operandi from its implementers.
From the voluntary corporate philanthropy to mandatory corporate
social responsibility (CSR), India Inc has played a vital role in assuming
a partnership role in the social sector. Among all the sectors which
promise scope, education and health stand out distinctly.
Needless to state, education is essential for continuous human growth,
effective social development, and viable economic environment. Elementary
education is the foundation to sound and meaningful higher or technical
education. Our constitutional commitment to elementary education
and the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE
Act, 2009) mandate that every child has a right to elementary education
of satisfactory and equitable quality in a formal school which satisfies
certain essential norms and standards. Despite our best efforts, the
system of elementary education is suffering with many problems and
constraints which range from infrastructural facilities, non availability
of teachers, mainstreaming out of school children, dropouts, and of
course, the less than optimal state of affairs when it comes to the access
of education by the girl children.
Since the accessibility, affordability and appropriateness of the
education to the large number of children of marginalised groups is
still a dream, CSR has a discernible potential to provide requisite support
in combating the tribulations or weak links of primary education.
The quality of education is another critical dimension which is often
linked with employment and employability. The fact that technical
education in general, and skill development in particular is being
taken up by the CSR departments of many organisations is a very
encouraging development. There are a few CSR projects which can be
merited as the best practices of low cost replicable models. In this issue,
a few such stories like “Responsibilities of stakeholders – internal and
external to tackle the menace of fraud”, “Activities of DLF Foundation,,
“A giant leap backwards on CSR” are included which can provide
inspiration and direction to other organisations desirous of engaging
with similar interventions.
CSR is yet to be understood by its stakeholders in its right perspective,
and thereby needs professional education and research work to support
its meaningful execution. We do not even have a full-fledged post
graduate degree course on CSR in our 400 plus universities. We need
to realise that CSR is no more a philanthropic or welfare activity, and
that it has to be considered as an integral part of the organisational
plan.
Happy Reading!
PRof SaNJaI BhaTT
DElhI SChool of SoCIal woRk
UNIvERSITy of DElhI
GUEST EDIToR
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Expanding the domain
Cover page of May issue, which displays Top 10 CSR Spenders is something mind-boggling! The magazine
caters to the readership of CSR and
sustainability and has grown in terms
of content over the months. However,
still there seems to be some space for
quality enhancement. I have seen a
change in the May issue of the magazine. Something from the real estate
sector has also been added. I feel this
will expand the reach and readership
of the publication.
— Kajal Gupta,
Thermax

A cult hit
At various social forums, a monthly
publication has become a cynosure.
CSR and CSR Times have become synonyms. The latest issue also highlights
about the upcoming Pt. Madan Mohan
Malaviya Awards for Best CSR
Practices in Education”. I personally
feel that the Awards will provide a new
platform and mileage to CSR Times.
The cover story of May CSR Times on
top 10 spenders in CSR is a nice read.
It gives you a clear picture of the
organisations who are leading the lot
in CSR space. Unfortunately, this issue
doesn’t carry the success story section
which I used to follow regularly. Are
you planning to close that section?
— Nakul Bisht, Manager,
Fundoo Data

Growing step by step!
May 2014 issue of CSR Times has
included a section, Trends, which
introduces my thought of starting a
section based on surveys or research
and is of global concern and interest.
Initiating that section fulfils that

requirement. The article by FICCIKPMG is insightful and enriching. The
story on FarmnFarmers is quite
engaging and educative too. I like the
celeb, foundation and series sections
too. Keep going!
— Aarti Katoch,
Broadridge

A source for all!
When you are looking for a genuine
source on the subject of corporate
social responsibility, you have a reliable magazine to bank upon. CSR
Times is the source which can help
academicians, students and corpor a t e p r o f e s s i o n a l s e q u a l l y.
Accentuating what corporations,
PSUs and NGOs are doing in the area
of CSR helps entities to raise awareness about their social causes. It acts
as a platform for entities to encourage to keep going with their efforts in
social space.
—Amit Sharma, student,
University of Delhi

A transitional phase is
underway!
I personally feel that stories like Top
CSR Spenders should be continued in
the future as well. I could identify some
new sections in the magazine like
global focus and trends. Interview with
PVR and story on FarmnFarmers are
worth investing time too. Albeit at a
nascent stage, the magazine has
picked up well. It has created a niche
market for itself in a short span of
time. What my eye could catch hold of
is the fact that since the last two
issues, the editorial of the magazine
has become quite enriching. My best
wishes to the team!
—Sakul Bhatia, SMS Seimag
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A source among the
sources
CSR Times is a magazine which is
equally helpful for research scholars
as well as corporate personnel. While
on the one hand, the magazine brings
in many insightful features from an
array of experts from the field of sustainability and CSR, on the other hand,
it becomes an enlightening experience to read the interviews of who’s
who of the CSR arena. The magazine is
rich in content and has grown manifolds since the time of its inception in
terms of appeal and content management. The diverse sections of the
magazine also interest one increasingly.
— Aastha Kochar,
Research Scholar, BITM

Turning possibilities
into opportunities!
Where there is a will, there is a way. In
tune with the saying, I feel, this magazine has been working on every single
possibility to really transform it into a
value-creating publication on
Corporate Social Responsibility and
Sustainability. It has grown in leaps
and bounds since the time of its
inception. I write this letter after
hearing a lot about this magazine in
public forums. The latest issue and
the cover story on top 10 spenders in
CSR is quite educating. Before reading that story I was not aware of such
insider story that who all are doing
what in social sector. I also liked the
stories on corporate fraud and story
and market trends by KPMG. Wish
you luck!
— Seesh Kumar,
Bansal Wire Ltd.

INITIATIVE

DlF FounDAtion

rAising thE quAlity bAr oF liFE
Following the footsteps of its chairman K.P. singh, DlF Foundation is carrying forward
with its legacy of doing good and quality work for society (which now has been termed
as corporate social responsibility). csr times accentuates some of the components
ingrained in the DnA of the foundation.

D

LF Foundation was setup by DLF Ltd. in the year
2008 to carry forward the
CSR initiatives of the
DLF Group with a dedicated focus to make meaningful
impacts on the quality of life of the
people. Under the direct patronage of
DLF Chairman, Padma Bhushan K.P.
Singh, the Foundation believes in
building India from the grassroots by
being a catalyst in the fields of integrated community development, talent nurturing and skill development.
DLF Foundation is committed to creating sustainable communities by transforming lives through proactive partnerships and nurturing relationships
based on mutual trust and respect.
The Foundation has three flagship initiatives:
Skill Development Programme: The

access to resources, knowledge and
skills to enjoy a good quality of life. The
initiative considers a cluster of villages
as a unit for developmental interventions and undertakes activities in an
integrated manner across health,
education, sanitation etc. Currently
there are three clusters taken up for
intervention in Haryana and Punjab.
Under the Cluster Development
Programme, the Foundation plays the
role of a catalyst to enable creation of
self-reliant communities. Some specific initiatives of the DLF Foundation
under the Cluster Development
Programme are:
programme entail training 1 mn
unemployed youths and make them
gainfully engaged. So far, the programme has reached out to nearly
10,000 youths and is now set for the
next phase of expansion.
Talent Nurturing Programme:
The programme entails all round
career development of meritorious children hailing from underprivileged backgrounds. The support is in the form of
scholarships, counselling, career guidance, mentoring support and also parent
motivation. Catering to students from
standard VI upto professional degrees
(wherein their educational expenses are
funded), at present, over 600 children are
the beneficiaries of it.
Cluster Development Programme:
The programme has been conceptualised with a mission to have happy
and satisfied communities who have
6 | CSR TIMES | JUNE 2014

Healthcare
Primary Healthcare Centres
To provide access to healthcare in villages having no or insignificant facilities, DLF Foundation operates six
Primary Healthcare Centres (PHC) in
Haryana and Punjab. The centres
cater to 1.5 lac people. The centers
provide free medical care including
diagnostics and medicines to all needy
people. Nearly 15,000 patients visit the
centers annually.
Mobile Medicare
Medical facilities through well
equipped mobile vans have been provided to villages including construction site workers and their families.
This facility augments the PHC to
extend the outreach to remote areas.
The mobile clinics make nearly 600
visits to 33 designated locations in

INITIATIVE

Gurgaon district and cater to approx.
18,000 patients annually along with
providing referral services and counselling facilities to those in need.
Multi-speciality Camps
To complement the services offered
through PHCs, multi-speciality camps
a re o rg a n i s e d . S e r v i ce s o f
Paediatricians, Gynaecologists,
Dentists and Ophthalmologists are
provided. The camps see an active
involvement of Panchayat members
and village youths. Organised every
quarter, these camps benefit nearly
4000 persons annually.
Gift of Vision Programme
In association with eye hospitals, the
foundation carries out regular screening camps. Around 2000 persons are
benefited annually through these
camps.
Preventive Healthcare
DLF Foundation works with a core
focus on intensive awareness generation on various issues like Anaemia,
malnutrition, mother & child health,
lifestyle management, care for chronic ailments, sanitation & hygiene practices etc. In addition, special fumigation drives are carried out to prevent
the spread of vector borne diseases.

Education
Schools for underprivileged children
To support the education of childrenliving in slums and rural areas, the
DLF Foundation is supporting 36
schools in Delhi, Haryana and
Rajasthan. The Foundation also provides free uniform, books, note books,
and other reading material and
hygienic mid day meals to all the students. Members of the organisations
go and encourage parents of these
slum children to send their wards particularly the girl children to DLF
schools. The schools reach out to
more than 11,000 students.
Rural Learning Excellence Centres
In partnership with Pratham, DLF

Foundation has been working on
enhancement of learning levels of
children in 22 government primary
schools of Gurgaon district. The programme has been helping more than
3,500 children every year. The focus
here is on weaker children using activity based learning methods with reading comprehension, conversation,
basic maths and vocabulary building
as the focal points of learning and has
resulted in 73% rise in learning levels
due to the intervention.
Crèche–cum-Educational Facilities
for Underprivileged Children
Joining hands with Mobile Creche, the
foundation runs three facilities that
have 314 children in total. These children are below 6 years of age. The
Creche also provides education, nutrition and medical support required for
all round development of the children
enrolled.
Rural Libraries
Rural Libraries in 22 villages by DLF
focus on increasing the knowledge
base of the rural communities and promote reading habits. With nearly 3,000
books on various subjects, these
libraries have benefitted more than
6000 people across all age groups so
far.
Sanitation
7 | CSR TIMES | JUNE 2014

DLF Foundation has started a waste
management programme called
“Kachra se Kamai” (income from
waste) to address the issue of sanitation and also linked it to income generation. The programme comprises of
intensive mobilisation and sensitisation activity to make people aware
about the issue. Infrastructure has
been created for effective management of waste which includes waste
collection centers, waste treatment
units where bio-degradable waste is
converted to manures, cycle rickshaws for door-to-door collection of
waste etc. The waste is segregated
and treated and the manure is sold as
well. An initiative to promote segregation and treatment of waste at source
and has also been introduced.
Infrastructure Development
DLF Foundation works aggressively
towards making the clusters properly
equipped with infrastructure. The
approach which DLF takes is to work
closely with Panchayats and provide
them with technical, managerial and
financial resources to create the infrastructure with utilisation of the funds
available with them. Gap funding is a
major component of our infrastructure development initiatives wherever
there is lack of funds. CSRT

SUCCESS STORY

GAIL has always been
instrumental in providing
access of education when
it comes to helping
underprivileged children.
Rather, it directs its
energies to provide
quality education to such
children. Among many
other areas of its CSR
activities, the PSU has a
strong focus at
education-centric CSR
activities, which GAIL
strongly believes is the
backbone of all change.
The process eventually
not only helps a handful
of lives, but results in the
transition of the society
at large. Among many
such transformed lives,
this will be the first
installment of a new
series which has been
initiated by CSR Times
coming from the house of
GAIL.This month’s
champion is Nandini
Sahu.
8 | CSR TIMES | JUNE 2014

SUCCESS STORY

I

was only 7 years old, when I
understood what being poor
meant. Since my father could not
pay my school fees in Saraswati
Shishu Mandir, which was considered a good school at that time, I
had to move after one year to a village
school which charged only Rs. 50 per
month.
My father is a shopkeeper in
Ambedkar Nagar, U.P and has studied up to the 5th standard. We are six
siblings. Earning from the shop was
barely enough to meet our basic
needs, so I have faced difficulties
right from my childhood. I wanted to
continue in my old school but could
not and this left a negative impact on
me, affecting my studies and my
entire personality. I was the weakest
student of my class.
But my father seemed to be aware
of my complex and also of my capabilities. He made me prepare for the
Navodaya Vidyalaya test, which I

And since that day, my ultimate aim
has been to be a space scientist.
At Navodaya, I bloomed, both in
class and outside. Consistently topping my classes, I passed 10th standard with 94.6% marks. In the last
month of school, I took an examination
“Fortunate - 40” conducted by FIITJEE for economically deprived students preparing for IIT-JEE. I cleared
it but did not apply, as we heard that we
would have to pay boarding fees for
two years. This was not affordable for
me. I again took the “Hindustan
Scholarship Test” in which 200 students from all over India are selected
for preparation of IIT-JEE in Brilliant
Tutorials Coaching, Delhi center free
of cost.
I was selected. Taking my TC from
Navodaya, I went with my father to
Delhi, but came to know while filling
the registration form, that I would be
required to pay Rs. 1 lakh per year as
hostel fee. Devastated, I returned.

nAnDini sAhu (gAil utKArsh
suPEr 100, 2011-2012)

iit (bhu) vArAnAsi
(EnginEEring Physics)
‘Papa’s belief in me and my persistence
helped me fight through obstacles’
cleared and also topped a scholarship
exam in my district. On the first day in
school, I was asked “What is your
aim?”. I was tongue-tied, I had no aim,
but out of the blue, I muttered, “I want
to go to space like Kalpana Chawla”.

Further disappointment awaited
me. Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti was
opening a coaching center for IIT-JEE
in Bangalore, but I could not go there
as I had withdrawn from Navodaya, so
I had to take admission for + 2 in a
9 | CSR TIMES | JUNE 2014

nearby school, Radiant Academy,
Ambedkar Nagar. The school fees
here too were beyond our capacity.
Though some of it was waived for me,
my mother still had to sell all her jewellery, apart from other things.
But my parents always urged me
to focus on my studies without any tension. However, all these incidents
caused me huge mental stress. I lost
my confidence and became
depressed. But I was lucky to get a
mentor in Mr. Gaurav Yadav, the director of my school, regenerated my
interest in studies, constantly reminding of my aim in life.
I passed class 12th with 86.4% but
could not clear IIT-JEE. Obviously, I
was lacking somewhere. But this
shortcoming was more than made up
when I got selected in GAIL Utkarsh
Super 100 in which GAIL and CSRL
were going to provide us free coaching
for IIT/JEE, as well as hostel facility for
10 months, under the mentorship of
Abhayanand Sir. Here, while concepts
in physics, chemistry and maths were
strengthened, we students had all the
time to discuss and share our ideas
with each other, which helped us a lot.
I must also mention here my maths
teacher, Mr. Sanjeev Dayal, who told
me that I must try to be perfect and
ultimately success will come to me by
default.
My selection in IIT-JEE is a direct
result of my father’s belief in me and
the support of GAIL, CSRL, my teachers and all the staff at the centre. On a
closing note, I must mention, money
continued to hound me till the last as
Rs. 40,000 registration fee was again
beyond our means. But as the adage
says ‘where there is will, there is a way,
my school Radiant Academy gave me
a scholarship of Rs. 20,000 and the
rest my father arranged. I now have to
live up to the faith of my family and my
mentors, and fulfill my dream to reach
the skies. CSRT

OPINION

A giAnt lEAP
bAcKwArDs on csr:

inDiA’s
grEAt
missED
oPPortunity
how india’s new mandatory csr legislation and ‘clean green’ policies are taking
companies in the wrong direction
Misguiding the arm of
the law
In my last blog on sustainable business in Nigeria, I ended with the call for
better policy on corporate social
responsibility (CSR) – and a caution
against mandating CSR directly, as
Nigeria has proposed. This is unfortunately a lesson that India has failed to
heed. Lately, major reforms to the
country’s Companies Act of 1956 were
approved. Many of the changes are a
laudable attempt to bring India’s business sector up to date with international trends in corporate governance,
transparency and anti-corruption.
Sad to say, however, through this
legislation, India is taking giant leap
b a c k w a rd s o n C S R . T h e n e w
Companies Bill requires companies
with profits over 50 million Rupees
(USD 816,000) in the past three years to
spend at least 2% of their profits on
CSR. At a time when most of the world
has moved beyond defensive and phil-

anthropic modes of CSR, towards promotional, strategic and transformative
approaches, India’s policy virtually
guarantees that its companies will
remain stuck in an out-dated charitable mind set.
The Indian legislation allows companies the freedom to choose the
issues that their CSR efforts will tackle, which at least in theory allows some
scope for strategic alignment of social
and environmental issues with business activities. The policy also suggests that failure to spend the required
percentage on CSR – or to adequately
explain the reasons why – can result in
penalties. However, the problem in
India as in many developing countries
is that the capacity to monitor and
enforce is severely challenged by
weak, failing or corrupt governments.
India – along with Nigeria and
Malaysia, who are also pursuing the
mandatory CSR line – should learn
from the United Kingdom’s mistakes.
Britain created something similar – a
10 | CSR TIMES | JUNE 2014

Minister for CSR – in 2003, and eventually abandoned it in 2010 as a largely
ineffectual strategy. The reason it
failed in the UK, and will most likely fail
in India, is the same reason that CSR
departments often fail in companies:
lack of integration into the core functions of the organisation, and lack of
political or economic clout.
In my view, governments should
focus on effective regulation of the
issues that sustainable business is
trying to address (biodiversity loss,
labour conditions, climate change,
transparency, etc.) rather than regulating sustainable business activities
per se. India could have learned valuable lessons from South Africa’s corporate governance reforms, which
integrate sustainability, or from the
UK and USA’s legal reforms on social
enterprise, or from Canada and
Spain’s community development
companies. Instead, by regulating
CSR directly, they are more likely to
create bureaucracy, stifle innovation

OPINION

and invite corruption.

up in detail in my book, The Age of
Responsibility, and remains a great
example of inclusive business.

Strengthening inclusive
business
Green does not always
There are some more other aspects mean good
of the new Companies Bill, which
could inadvertently have a bigger
positive impact on socially responsible business than its mandatory ‘CSR
tax’. For instance, the ability to file
class action suits has been bolstered,
which could allow stakeholders to
take legal action against irresponsible companies. The bill also requires
that companies disclose the difference in salaries between directors
and employee, thus addressing one of
the most neglected issues in CSR and
sustainability, namely equitable
income distribution.
This equity clause comes closer
to the transformative agenda that is so
urgently required in CSR, not only in
India, but around the world. It builds on
the promising trend of inclusive business that has been building in India
over the past decade. Long before
Michael Porter and Mark Kramer’s
idea of ‘creating shared value’ (CSV)
was introduced, India became a seedbed of innovation for ‘bottom of the
pyramid’ (BOP) strategies, following
work by CK Prahalad, Stuart Hart and
others.
One of the BOP cases I investigated in some detail when I did my CSR
lecture tour of India in 2010 is A Little
World, a rural microbanking enterprise. Anurag Gupta, the Indian social
entrepreneur who founded the company, has used mobile phone and biometric scanner technologies to make
banking accessible and affordable to
poor households. As a result, a ‘minibranch’ costs only USD 80 to run per
month, and millions of illiterate,
undocumented villagers can get lowvalue bank accounts for the first time
in their lives. The case study is written

There are also many inspiring examples in India of how clean technologies
like renewable energy and water purification are bringing vital utilities to
poor households. However, research
by fellow Cambridge academic, Emma
Mawdsley, suggests that some of
these success stories mask ongoing
inequalities of development in Indian
society. She presents extensive evidence of how, for example, Delhi’s
‘clean, green’ campaign has mainly
benefited the middle and upper classes, while the poor have suffered.
This pattern of social injustice is
reflected in the way Delhi is tackling its
air pollution problems, with policies
that impact badly on the poor. Small
polluting industries were relocated
with little or no compensation for owners or workers. Older vehicles that do
not use Compressed Natural Gas
(CNG) sold to other city transport
fleets, thus displacing rather than
reducing pollution. Even the focus on
air pollution represents a middleclass priority, rather than the most
pressing need of the poor—clean,
available water.
Looking at the issue of water,
Mawdsley is similarly critical. The
poor are often criminalised for water
theft (estimates indicate that as much
as 50% of Delhi’s water is unaccounted for in official meter readings and
thus ‘wasted’), while the authorities
turn a blind eye to middle- and upperclass illegality. This common practice
involves the falsification of meter
readings and technologies that can
enhance water amounts extracted
from already legal connections or
from illegal/unregistered ground
11 | CSR TIMES | JUNE 2014

water sources (through tub and bore
wells).
Mawdsley concludes that ‘the
pursuit of profitable environmental
policies, technologies and change is
desirable if we are to move towards
greater sustainability, but the political
and social nature of their impacts
must be recognised. “Green” does not
automatically mean “good”. There will
always be winners and losers, but
there is a real danger in India at least
that the drive towards greater sustainability will have some regressive social
outcomes.’
From my own experiences and
research, I believe India is certainly a
space to watch on sustainable business, and its progress is far from being
a foregone conclusion. Whereas there
is a sense of order and control in
China’s great transition, India is far
more chaotic and unmanaged (or
unmanageable?). It is almost as if
there is a grand experiment in sustainable business – democratic, messy,
ad-hoc Indian style, versus controlled,
managed, sanctioned Chinese style.
Which will prevail is a question for
future historians. I think it’s too soon to
place bets on either. If we’re lucky,
both will succeed in their own way.
The article has been reproduced
from Dr Wayne Visser blog: http://
www.waynevisser.com/wp-content/
uploads/2013/08/blog_csrwire9_
wvisser.pdf
Dr Wayne Visser is Director of the think
tank Kaleidoscope Futures and Founder
of CSR International. In addition, he is
Chair of Sustainable Business at the
Gordon Institute of Business Science in
South Africa, Adjunct Professor of
Sustainable Development at Deakin
Business School in Australia and Senior
Associate at the University of Cambridge
P ro g r a m m e fo r S u s t a i n a b i l i t y
Leadership in the UK.He also has
around twenty books to his credit. CSRT

OPINION

Don’t FEED us Fish, tEAch
us how to nEt thEm…
In today’s scenario, one hears many beating around the bush, boasting of being socially responsible,
displaying their CSR initiatives (which include job creation too in some way), but on the contrary,
Ashish Kumar arguably takes a different route to explain why it’s important to create jobs through the
core business and not through CSR. He explores every nook and corner to give it a firm ground.

I

n June 2011, Apple Inc.’s late
Co-Founder Steve Jobs was
making a presentation to the
Cupertino City Council about his
proposal to develop a new campus for 12,000 employees of the company. On being asked by a member of
the council about how will the city
benefit from the ambitious project
and whether or not the tech giant will

facilitate the vicinity with free Wi-Fi,
Jobs had the flattest answer, “Apple
is the largest taxpayer in the city and
this tax base would vanish if Apple
had to move its operations to neighboring Mountain View.” As you read
this article, Apple is very close to
opening its much awaited campus.
This incident strongly advocates the
view of arguably the best CEO in the
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Universe, Steve Jobs, on CSR vs. core
business. Ever since its early days,
Apple Inc. earned a bad name for not
being as socially responsible as some
of its big-shot peers are. As we all
know, Steve was never bothered
about public criticism as he professed
his own logic about it- Apple has
returned the highest ever returns to
its long term shareholders in the his-

OPINION

tory of mankind, which eventually
trickle down to every nook and corner
of the society.
Extending the debate further, the
2009 findings of the World Bank on
many CSR projects run in India and
China pointed out a much debated
aspect- CSR vs. Job Creation. While
there is no doubt that CSR can create
jobs but can it sustain and nourish
those jobs and keep the growing workforce employed in the long run. The
missing link is “value chain development”. Unless the jobs are linked to
the core business of the company, it is
expensive to create those jobs and
then difficult to provide resources to
sustain the same. Let’s use some
numbers to make the situation clearer.
Factoring in the opportunity cost forgone, final outcome of the job and

other relevant factors, the report indicates that on an average, it takes 31%
more money to create and sustain a
job through CSR project as compared
to a core job. Moreover, on an average,
a job created through CSR campaign
lasted merely for 3.5 years. Amongst
many others, a “value chain development” by French retail giant
Carrefour’s Spanish subsidiary is
worth mentioning. Started in 2001, the
project aims at creating sustainable
jobs throughout the global supply
chain system of the company. So far,
the project has generated more than
3,000 jobs across Spain. Its success
inspired the company to replicate the
model across the Europe and Africa.
The idea is simple - do not shell out
freebies in the name of social responsibility. Grow your business and make
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the communities a part of your overall
business ecosystem. In one line - we
need jobs through core business and
not through CSR. Deepa Menon, Vice
President, CSR, PVR Ltd. puts it this
way,” It will be wrong to take extreme
sides. No doubt that investment in
core business can generate long and
sustainable wealth but CSR efforts are
immediate remedy for those many
millions who need immediate attention. Hence, we should not see CSR
and core business in isolation. These
are two facets of the same coin of
social welfare.”
If only the funds from the CSR
(and the subsequent marketing communication) campaign could be diverted back to the much needed investment in the core business on any Asian
company, we had the probability (and
opportunity) to employ about 31%
more people using the same money.
Leaving numbers aside, if we
move to another theoretical aspect of
the debate, it will further take away the
case from CSR campaigns. Often,
various stakeholders get strayed on
the thin line differentiating the CSR
and corporate philanthropy. Hence,
despite pumping money in the name of
community development, the corporations are not able to derive the overall value which they intended to. To
make the matters worse, often CSR
campaigns are run by the existing
senior employees of the company who
are also responsible for one or more
core functions in the organisation.
Hence, it will be too harsh to expect
these employees to have the right
skills and competency in handling the
CSR works efficiently. If instead of
forcing corporations to do what they
cannot do the best, the government
charges the optimum corporate
income tax and takes the responsibility of community development, wealth
will trickle down to the bottom of the
pyramid. CSRT

ANTICIPATION

risE oF thE moDi EmPirE
AnD thE FuturE oF csr!

After successfully leading the BJP’s poll campaign, NaMo led the party to a
periodic victory in the recently concluded elections. Alike many sectors
which are pretty optimistic of thriving during the new regime, Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR), which is just a new kid on the block (after it
was mandated a few months back), expects to take a forward leap. Will it
or will it not?

A

midst various other big
news in 2013 what could
grab the headlines was
the formation of the
Companies Act, 2013.
After the act coming into play now, the
CSR is expectedly evolving as a prospective industry with a measure of
around Rs 20,000 crore flowing into it.
Though for many, the mandated CSR
was a blessing in disguise, there was a
mixed sentiment on the subject and
scores were not impacted much by the
mandate. Some reformation further

happened and the then government in
April expanded the ambit of the CSR
adding a few more areas to it. The UPA
g ove r n m e n t p a ss e d t h e N ew
Companies Bill-2013 and mandated
CSR, it could not become a tool to save
the UPA government from being ousted by the people. On the one hand, it
was the wind of the times which was
directed towards a particular direction
(various media reports flashed that
during the election campaign) while
many experts blame it to the inefficiency of the then UPA government to
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portray itself in the right frame, in
other words the campaigning carried
various loopholes. But the other side of
the story proves the incompetency of
the last government in tackling many
burning issues like inflation, unorganized governance, lack of clarity in
policy formation, addressing the basic
fundamentals et al. One man who
really made hay while the sun was
shining bright was Narendra Modi.
His tenure at what we call today as
one of the most prosperous states of
the Indian Republic, Gujarat has a

ANTICIPATION

proven record of good governance and
working with pro people policies. The
election campaigning led by Modi
eventually coloured the population of
India in his own hues, and one could
easily listen and see the buzz word Modi-fied - making rounds all over.
Alike the Modi wave, the campaign
punch lines, Ab ki baar…. Acche din
aane wale hain…. by Piyush Pandey and
his team too added a lot of fuel to the
raging (Modi-fied) fire. These elections
marked a renewed sense of awakening in the nation’s populations and an
increasing number showed their
active participation in the country’s
politics. This was a start of a new era,
rise of the Modi Empire. The big question is why all this happened?
The reason is simple, as John
Quincy Adams once said, “If your
actions inspire others to dream more,
learn more, do more and become
more, you are a leader.” The reason
was simple – hope from the yet-tobecome the PM was high. An element
of wonder now – will only hope change
the present scenario or is there something to bank upon? Of course, there is!
Various experts are of the view that 5
sectors primarily will see a revival with

Rajeeva Kumar, Chief Chemist
– CSR, ONGC
“ We n e e d t o
have a national
level team to
gauze what
steps need to be
taken in CSR
and which areas are to be
focused, basis this, the PSUs’
CSR funds can be pulled together and invested in something
which will have a national
importance and addresses
major concern areas of the
nation.”

the emergence of the new government. Manufacturing sector, fiscal
consolidation, liberalisation of FDI/FII
inflows, direct and indirect tax reforms
and removing investment bottlenecks
would be a few sectors where a strong
intervention by the Modi Government
is expected. As we all anticipate a fresh
zeal in the aforesaid areas, there is
another sector - CSR - which also
expects: Acche din aane wale hain. Why
so? Reasons can be found in the following points:

The 10 point agenda:
Narendra Modi and his team have set
the goals and priorities of the
Government. The New Government
has already spelt out its agenda for
good governance and development
through its “10 Point Agenda”. With an
emphasis on good governance and
with a sharp focus on delivery and
implementation, the newly formed
government ensures when good governance will prevail, implementing
policies and mandates becomes a
smooth process. In view of the focus of
the activities listed in Schedule VII,
which underlines development by initiating various projects and programmes to benefit the society at
large. The Government Agenda to
deliver and implement at all fronts
could be directly linked with the CSR
activities. The 10 Point Agenda and the
Schedule V11 can complement each
other to foster development.
Among his 10 point priority agenda, the following points clearly
describe the direction and future of
CSR industry:
(a) Build up confidence in bureaucracy so they do not fear to face
the consequences.
(b) Innovative ideas will be welcomed
and babus will be given freedom
to work.
(c) Education, health, water, energy
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and roads will be priority.
(d) Infrastructural and investment
reforms.
(e) Implementation of policies in a
time-bound manner.
(f) Stability and sustainability in government policy.
When stability and sustainability
is inculcated in government policies,
the effect will be that other sectors will
rise to flourish. When confidence is
built up in the bureaucracy, new and
fresh ideas will start to flow, which will
ultimately bring sense of responsibility and accountability. The major CSR
work happens in areas like education,
health, clean water, infrastructural
development, and the new government is also directing their energies
towards the same areas. Therefore,
the lack of clarity which has been prevailing for the last 10 or so odd months
has a clear road ahead with what to do,
what not to. Chandrajit Banerjee,
Director General, CII agrees to the
point. He says, “CII strongly appreciates the selection of the cabinet members. We are delighted to see a lean
team. A lean teamwork would definitely lead to effective governance. CII
anticipates a quick and proactive

RS Sharat, Director, Lanco
Foundation
“Govt. of India
could utilise the
services of
Corporate CSR for
the design of
development projects with clear
SMART Objectives, system
development for monitoring and
evaluation and for performance
assessment. CSR could also
pitch in to take on certain projects for implementation either
individually or collectively, by a
group of corporate bodies.”
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K. Suseela, Asst. Gen
Manager, CSR, Canara Bank
“We hope that
the new government will
focus more on
development
aspect rather
than only welfare. Naturally the benefits will
flow down to the common people.”
agenda of economic and governance
policies, including fiscal consolidation,
fast-tracking of stranded projects, and
sectoral initiatives for infrastructure,
manufacturing, agriculture and mining.”

Merger of the
Ministries:
The mergers of many Ministries is also
an indication that the government
wants to expedite the decision making
process and to strengthen coordination among various Ministries. Though
it’s viewed as a challenge for the government to provide strategic direction
to CSR so that it adds value for the
nation, but hopes are riding high on the
100 days yardstick measures of the
new government. The CSR industry
will also have a little idea about what

does the future hold for it in its kitty
after the government’s 100 days target. Rajeeva Kumar, Chief Chemist –
CSR, ONGC is quite convinced that the
new government holds a promising
future for CSR sector. He asserts, “We
hope that the new government will restructure the CSR on the basis of the
CSR need assessment in the entire
nation.”
While talking about Sustainability
and CSR, it needs to be at forefront in
all policy matters of the government as
it would improve efficiency at all fronts
and boost the nation’s growth. These
sectors can be strengthened if the government focuses to make them a part
of integral decision making. The sector has a huge potential to bring positive change in the lives of the rural
masses by developing well structured
projects and programmes. Those
organisations that have the requisite
resources in terms of manpower,
expertise, infrastructure, domain
knowledge, networks will excel in the
implementation area. The selection of
the implementing agency hence
becomes very crucial for implementing CSR projects. Working together
with a same goal will help the CSR
industry as well as the government.
The industry will evolve in a big manner if right policies, choices and decisions are made at various levels both
by the government and the corporate,
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Dr. Y. Suresh Reddy, Director,
SRF Foundation
“If government
encourages collaborative
framework,
transparency
and accountability at various levels which can
strengthen the delivery of public
education system as it is struggling to meet the expectations
of the parents and children.”

NGOs and PSUs.
The focus must be how the
Corporate sector, Government, development sector, civil society can work
together to achieve the larger goals of
the three pillars of economic, social
and environmental sustainability.
Another perspective towards this area
could be “Indianised CSR”. And the
mantra for that is “Sarve Bhavantu
Sukhinah” which means “May All
become happy and prosperous”. This
Indianised CSR would focus on conceptualising, designing and implementing projects as per the specific
needs of the targeted segment.
Though hopes may be high from the
new government on CSR but unless
something concrete and clear is done
in that respect anything said will not be
of any use. The government can have
some insightful yet fresh ideas which
can ensure an inclusive growth for the
nation like that of R.S. Sharat. “I am of
the opinion that there should be some
institutional mechanism in place to
move forward in this direction, lest you
end up with Aadhar kind of problems.
It would be good if this kind of a mechanism is placed in the PMO itself.”
The writer Amit Kumar Thakur has been
working with TERI in the field of CSR and
Developmental Projects. The views
expressed here are his personal. CSRT
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1st Pt. mADAn mohAn mAlAviyA AwArDs For bEst csr Pr
Education is one of the major driving forces, which drives a nation, but
qualitative education is much more imperative in that aspect. Having understood
this, unlike several entities, CSR Times came into play to serve some purpose –
the purpose is to recognise and facilitate the efforts and exceptional work done
in the domain. Therefore, it led to the birth of “1st Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviya
Awards for Best CSR Practices in Education – 2014”. Bachan Singh takes you
through the highlights of the Award function-cum-symposium:

I

s the current state of social work
in India good enough with all the
practices happening? Is it really
helping the needy and in a long
run bringing down the scale of
poverty, hunger and illiteracy in this
developing nation India? Are the other
areas too being worked upon? These
are some fundamental points that
emerge when one seriously contemplates the aspect of social work or CSR
in any given country. With the likes of
these questions, CSR Times pondered
deeply, one area which it felt concerned for is education. It is a well

known factor that over the years, the
quality of education in India has taken
a nosedive. Many research papers
prove very low outcome in the field of
education. Current status of government schools, level of teachers and
teaching methodology etc have
plunged drastically. Many teachers are
not capable themselves in their
respective subjects. Hence the level of
subjects like English and Maths is very
low. According to a report, children
today are learning less than what they
used to learn in 2005 in rural India. For
example, the percentage of children in
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class 5 who can read a class 2 text has
declined significantly from 60% to 47%
in 2013.
Albeit many corporate, NGOs and
individuals are putting in a lot of effort
to improve the scenario, still there is
something which emerges as a block.
This block became the centrifugal
force for CSR Times, a niche magazine
dedicated in the way of promoting CSR
and sustainability. Now the big question arises: In our capacity, what can
we do as a magazine? Debates happened, panel discussions took place
and ultimately after substantial

rActicEs in EDucAtion, 2014 gEts unDErwAy in nEw DElhi
thought to the area, the magazine
could rectify the hindrance. A major
shift can be brought in the area if the
efforts in education and that of educationists could be recognised. With this
fundamental understanding, the team
realised that the dots need to be connected by bringing in some factor
which could inspire and encourage
teachers, educationists and the likeminded who tirelessly work or want to
improve the state and quality of education in India. This was it where CSR
Times, in accord with the requirement
of the time, came up with the idea to
inspire educationists, teachers, corporate, individuals, NGOs et al so that
they can go that extra mile in their
efforts. Hence 1st Pt. Madan Mohan
Malaviya Awards for Best CSR
Practices in Education – 2014 was
born in March 2014. Prefixing the
name of Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviyaji
in this award is to pay tribute to the
man who initiated the education revolution in India, and to encourage others to think and act alike to improve
the current situation of education,

especially in rural India. A brainchild
of CSR Times team, this is one of its
kind awards platform which marks
the inception of a very stringent yet
transparent process of facilitating
individuals and organisations working
towards the betterment and upliftment of the current state/level of education by addressing the most
demanding issue in the sector. The
applicant organisations’ files were
studied thoroughly, after undergoing
a couple of screenings and a stiff competition with their peers, the profiles
and their CSR initiatives were presented before an esteemed jury panel
which included Justice (Retd.) M.S.A.
Siddiqui, Chairman, National
Commission for Minority Educational
Institutions, Govt. of India (Jury
Chairman), N.M. Borah, Member
Technical Appellate Tribunal
Electricity & Former CMD, Oil India
Limited, Dr. K.K. Upadhyay, Head,
FiCCI-Aditya Birla CSR Centre for
Excellence, Prof. Sanjai Bhatt,
Department of Social Work, University
of Delhi, S.L. Raina, Former Director
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HR, GAIL India and Air Vice Marshal
(retd.), Vishwa Mohan Tiwari.
After evaluating the CSR profiles
of the organisations, the jury shortlisted some names to be bestowed
upon awards in various categories.
And the decisive day, June 6, 2014
finally arrived to facilitate the outstanding contributors. While GAIL &
ONGC clinched a joint Gold in the category Corporate and Corporate
Foundations, some proud recipient of
the award in Silver and Bronze categories were:
Some quick highlights of the winners
of the award:
Corporate and Corporate
Foundations:
While it was extremely challenging to
decide upon who will be the apt choice
for Gold, the jury eventually decided
upon a joint Gold for GAIL and ONGC.

GAIL
After it registered a great success at
places, Gail India joined hand with
CSRL to include Super 30 pro-
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Harish Chandra along with the Jury (L to R): N.M. Borah, V.M. Tiwari, Justice (Retd.) M.S.A. Siddiqui, S.L. Raina, Prof. Sanjai Bhatt, Dr. K.K. Upadhyay

gramme under CSR in 2009-10.
Because of its success in the first
year the number of beneficiaries was
extended from 30 to 60 in the second
year and 60 to 100 in the 3rd year. The
program still continues and this year
91 out of 100 students have competed
in JEE IIT Mains Examination. While
the number of the beneficiaries of
this programme is not very high, the
close to 100% success rate plus guaranteed good livelihood were the
salient features of the initiative.
Under the initiative GAIL-Utkasrh,
they provide free residential coaching
to talented yet underprivileged students. The entity spends roughly
around Rs 2 Lakhs per student per
year and going as per an analysis, the
Return On Investment (after the completion of the course) will be nearing
Rs 8 lakhs per annum.

Vandana Chanana, GAIL recieving the award

ONGC
A joint winner in the Gold category with
GAIL, ONGC too excelled in its functional area - infrastructure support.
The programme involves a fully automated human touch free mechanised
kitchen in Surat district of Gujarat
since its inception in 2012-13 and
caters to more than 1.20 lakh underprivileged government school children every day. The major outcome of
the project is taking concrete steps
towards the realisation of universalisation of primary education in India.
With a capital expenditure of Rs
9,69,89,497 crore so far, the automated kitchen is one of its kind which
takes care of the health and hygiene of
the students, thereby ensuring that
these children can focus on their studies. As the saying goes, “A healthy

mind resides in a healthy body.” Some
other concrete outcomes of the initiative are reduced number of drop-outs
from schools plus enhanced number
of students joining and attending
school regularly.
Next was the Silver category and
the winners are:

Intel Technology India
Pvt. Ltd
The first recipient in the Silver category was Intel Technology India Pvt. Ltd.
The company, which needs no introduction, has been creating an exemplary model through its programme
“Innovation in Education for the initiative for Research and Education in
Science”. In collaboration with
Department of Science and
Technology (GOI) and Confederation of

Rajeeva Kumar & Monu Bhatnagar of ONGC recieving the award
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Justice (Retd.) M.S.A. Siddiqui, Shakti Sinha & Shweta Khurana of Intel

Indian Industry, Intel initiated “The
Initiative for Research and Innovation
in Science” (IRIS), a research based
national Science Fair for students
ranging from 5-12 class in 2006. This
fair aims to promote and nurture
Science and scientific research among
young Indian innovators; recognise
and reward outstanding projects, and
provide a platform for winning students to represent India at global
Science competitions. Till 2013, a total
of 73 Indian students have won 87
awards and accolades at Intel ISEF. 16
Students from across India have the
honour to have small planets named
after them.

Oil India Limited
Oil India Limited received Silver Award
for “Providing free residential coaching for engineering underprivileged

Zakir H. Molla of HPCL recieving the award

Deepshikha, OIL recieving the award from Justice (Retd.) M.S.A. Siddiqui

but talented students” in Assam and
Arunachal Pradesh. With a success
rate of above 90%, the project has
brought concrete results in many students’ lives.

Maharashtra.

Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Ltd

The next proud winner was Rashtriya
Chemicals and Fertilizers Limited
(RCF). In association with ISKCON
Food Relief Foundation (IFRF), RCF
runs a Mid Day Meal Scheme in needy
un-aided schools in Trombay
(Mumbai) and Thal (Alibaugh). Under
this scheme good, healthy and nutritional meal is supplied to 9000 children of nearby slums. RCF spends
nearly Rs.2.50 crores per annum on
this project.

Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd
was also conferred A Silver for its project Nanhi Kali, a Girl Child Education
Programme in association with KC
Mahindra Education Trust, Mumbai.
The aim of the project is to bring an
increased sense of awareness in girleducation amongst the rural parents
and instill the importance of educating
a female so as to educate generations
to come. The initiative is operational in
Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and

Rashtriya Chemicals
and Fertilizers Limited

Canara Bank
Canara Bank collected its Award for its
initiative “Computer Training &
Employment”. Through Canara Bank

A.N. Gandhe of RCF recieving the award
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H.K. Tamta & K. Suseela of Canara Bank recieving the award

Institute of Information Technology,
the Bank assists the underprivileged/
poor youth both urban & rural in IT/
ITES sector. Under the initiative, these
rural youths receive training in basic
computer skills, software, hardware,
networking, data storage, graphic
designing, life skills & communication, personality development & workplace solutions. The training duration
is one to six months per batch (each
batch consists of 30-40 youths).

Amway Opportunity
Foundation
The next award in the Silver category
went to “National Project for the
Visually Challenged” by Amway India
Enterprises Pvt. Ltd. Amway, through
the initiative, provided access of Braile
textbooks to 85,000 visually chal-

Raj Narain of AmwayOpportunity Foundation recieving the award

lenged school-going children in different states of India. Between 19992005, the programme covered the
states of Rajasthan, Delhi,
Maharshtra, Haryana, UP, Punjab,
Bihar, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Andhara
Pradesh, Karnataka and MP. The work
was carried out twice each in 3 states
with the association of All India
Confedration of the Blind (AICB)
(Delhi) and National Association for
the Blind (Mumbai). To compete with
the normal peers, Amway ensured
computer training and IT jobs related
skills to enable them to become economically independent.

Tech Mahindra
Foundation
Teaching and teachers are imperative
in shaping the future of the young

Dr. Nuzhat Parveen of Tech Mahindra Foundation recieving the award

buds. This was well understood by
Tech Mahindra Foundation and for this
one of its kind initiative named
“Teachers motivation and reward
(Shikshak Samman Award)”, CSR
Times decided to zero upon Tech
Mahindra Foundation for Silver Award.
The foundation instituted an initiative
(Shikshak Samman Award) to recognise the outstanding contribution and
dedication of the MCD school teachers
who ensure quality education to those
children who have been recognised by
all as the most marginalised. The recognition instills a new zeal and energy
in the teachers. Apart from this, the
foundation organises learning and
capacity building sessions for these
teachers to further the cause.
While deciding on the next
deserving winner, it became a huge
challenge and ultimately, basis their

P.K. Joseph of DLF Foundation recieving the award
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S.K. Jha & Dr. Vikas Goswami of Vedanta Foundation recieving the award

exemplary projects, CSR Times has
had to select DLF and Vedanta
Foundations for a joint Silver. While
DLF was given award for its initiative
“Remedial Classes for school students for improving performances”,
Vedanta Foundation grabbed the
award for “Computer Training and
Employment”.

DLF Foundation
In association with Pratham, the DLF
foundation has been working on
enhancement of learning levels of
children in 22 government primary
schools in Gurgaon District of
Haryana. The programme focuses on
weaker students using activity based
learning methods with reading, comprehension, conversation, basic
maths and vocabulary building as the

Motilal Gupta of Sai Dham recieving the award

Krishnamurti Singh of CSRL recieving the award

focal points of learning.

Vedanta Foundation
On the other hand, Vedanta has established 250 computer centers across
all the states in India to educate
underprivileged students from rural
and semi-rural areas, on the other
hand, Vedanta Foundation extends
this educational programme to jail
inmates too. With 49 centers across
Indian jails, the programme named
Umeed, trains more than 5000 jail
inmates every year. After the completion of computer programme, Vedanta
helps these students and jail inmates
to find jobs also.
Next in line was the Award in NGO
category which has 3 awards in total.
For Gold Award none of the applicants were found fulfilling the criteria
while amongst all the NGO appli-

cants, two NGOs could grab Silver
Awards.

Centre for Social
Responsibility and
Leadership
First in that category was Centre for
Social Responsibility and Leadership
(CSRL) for providing “Education related services to underprivileged talented students” also known as
Abhayanand Super 30 Programme. It
selects talented underprivileged students and provides them 11 months
free residential coaching and mentoring for admission in IIT/ NIT and other
premier engineering colleges of India.
At present, the programme is being
run at 7 centres across different states
of India and has plans to open 2 new
centres at Jodhpur and Sibsagar.

Rohit Kumar of Zee Media Corp. Ltd. recieving the award
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COVER STORY

Shirdi Sai Baba Temple
Society aka Sai Dham
Lack of adequate food becomes one of
the major hurdles for children of the
poor and the backward classes not to
seek education. This issue has been
addressed by Shirdi Sai Baba Temple
Society aka Sai Dham. Under its project “Feed and Educate Needy
Children”, the NGO, with the establishment of Shirdi Sai Baba School,
Faridabad, the Society has been providing free education to poor and
underprivileged children with free
lunches, uniforms, study material,
sports, health care and excursion
tours to around 1200 students.
Another similar school has been set
up in Niswara in Bundelkhand (UP)
with an enrollment of 300 students.
The Society also runs a coaching
Center in Ghazipur slum in Delhi,
which caters to 200 students.
Apart from these aforementioned
winners, the list of the winners in the
Bronze category is as follows:
• Indian Oil Corporation
• National Hydro Electric Power
Corporation
• Steel Authority of India Limited
• Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited
• ACC Ltd. Gagal Cement Works

•
•
•
•

Lanco Foundation
Maruti Suzuki India Ltd
Essar Group Foundation
Rural Electrification Corporation
Limited
• SRF Foundation
Another applicant, Zee Media, on
the ground of its exemplary initiative,
My Earth My Duty towards creating
awareness and educating people on
environmental issues, CSR Times
bestowed it a special award for educating masses on environmental matters.
A few applicants who just fell
short to make it to the winners list, yet
to recognize their exemplary work,
CSR Times honoured them with
Certificates of Appreciation. And
these commendable organisations
were Coca-Cola, Aroh Foundation,
ACC Ltd., Tikaria Cement Works and
NTPC.
After felicitating the winners, it
was time to bring to the forum a fresh
vertical from the house of CSR Times.
With the formation of the new government (where people have bright hopes
from it and the CSR sector evolving
rapidly), CSR Times forayed into another digital space - csrtree.com. Mr Rohit
Kumar, Vice President, Marketing, Zee
Media Corporation Limited launched
the website with the other jury mem-

Team CSR Times
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bers available. The basic thought
behind instituting the website was to
contribute towards the social space
through media, to take to the world
corporate, individuals, and PSUs’ work
in the social sector. The tree in csrtree.
com derives its name from the spirit of
ever growing and expanding like a
mighty tree. The event was a great success with representatives from almost
all the major PSUs, Corporates and
NGOs attending it. The event was ultraenriching with the exchange of ideas
and discussion amongst representatives from various sectors of functioning. Towards the end of the award function, Justice M.S.A. Siddiqui enlightened the forum with his insightful
thoughts on education and insired the
audience to continuing their efforts in
the field. He said, “We all must put an
ever greater effort to better the condition of education in India. There are
various ways and means through
which we all, as citizens of India, can
bring a transformation in the status of
education in the country.” Mr Shakti
Sinha too shared is views on the award
function and its importance. The curtains of the gala event were brought
down with a vote of thanks by Dr.
Siddhartha Das Gupta, Consulting
Editor, CSR Times. CSRT
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rEsPonsibilitiEs oF stAKEholDErs

intErnAl AnD ExtErnAl to tAcKlE
thE mEnAcE oF FrAuD
CSR Times brings you an ongoing series oh how to deal with Corporate Fraud in the CSR way.
(Source: Deloitte Forensic India in collaboration with FICCI-Aditya Birla CSR Centre for Excellence)

C

ompanies must stay vigilant, as today’s fraudsters
are increasingly using
sophisticated techniques
in structuring their
crimes and the tactics deployed to prevent detection. The ultimate impact of
a fraud is financial loss to an organisation, as the perpetrator of the fraud
gains directly or indirectly from the
misconduct or wrongdoing. The perception of the society and investors in
general is that the management and
the auditors are expected to have prevented and detected the incidents of
fraud from occurring. However, these
expectations have to be dealt with by
the management by being more proactive in implementing robust antifraud measures and acting immediately to investigate issues of fraud and
corruption, whenever it surfaces.
Management should thus be able to
demonstrate a “Zero tolerance” to the
issues of fraud and corruption. Whilst
the auditors would need to bring in a
high level of professional skepticisim

in performing their audit procedures,
which can address potential fraud
risks.

Directors’ and Management’s
responsibilities
Generally, an internal and external
audit are considered as the first line of
defence against fraud and probably the
only defence against fraud. In reality, a
vibrant corporate governance system,
effective risk management practices
and an internal control framework are
essential components of what comprises the first and the most effective
defense to a fraud. These measures
primarily aim at preventing, detecting
and deterring frauds. The responsibility for the said measures vests with the
Management, and the Board of
Directors, who are ultimately responsible for oversight and monitoring of
business operations on behalf of the
shareholders. As such, the company’s
management comprising of those
charged with governance and board of
directors have the primary responsi26 | CSR TIMES | JUNE 2014

bility to ensure that robust anti-fraud
mechanisms are put in place to prevent and detect potential frauds.
The key responsibilities of the
Management in this regard are:
• Setting a “tone at the top” that communicates an expectation of exceptional moral and ethical behaviour,
intolerance for unethical actions
and the need for transparent, accurate and timely financial reporting.
• Promptly investigating and remediating unethical and fraudulent
events and violations to corporate
policies and procedures, if any, as
and when they come to the notice of
the management.
• Maintaining the internal and statutory audit functions independent of
management’s influence.
• Ensuring transparency in the flow of
critical information to the board and
other stakeholders, as necessary.
In order to effectively prevent and
detect fraud, in addition to the internal
and external audits, management and
audit committees should consider
undertaking independent fraud risk
assessment and the implementation
of a comprehensive fraud prevention
programme. Implementation of policies, procedures, prevention and
detection of frauds is the primary
responsibility of the management. The
Board of Directors and the Audit
Committee are also responsible for
prevention and detection of frauds.
Now, participation of independent
directors in fraud risk management
has increased with the introduction of
new corporate governance require-

SERIES

ments.
The Code of Independent directors
set forth in Schedule IV of the new
Companies Act, 2013 (the ‘Act’), is a
guide to professional conduct for independent directors. As per the said
Schedule, independent directors are
required to assist the company in
implementing the best corporate governance practices. One of the key roles
and functions also sets out to satisfy
themselves on the integrity of financial
information and that financial control
and the systems of risk management
are robust and defensible. It is also the
duty of independent directors to ascertain and ensure that the company has
an adequate and functional vigil mechanism and to ensure that the interests
of a person or a whistleblower is protected; and to report concerns about
unethical behaviour, actual or suspected fraud or violation of the company’s
code of conduct or ethics policy.

Aligning and measuring audit
expectations
An optimised internal audit function
can provide a balance between protecting and enhancing enterprise value by
taking a holistic approach to risk management across the enterprise and
providing independent and objective
assurance with value-added advice. As
risks and opportunities constantly
emerge, it is important for internal
audit charter, risk assessment process
and audit plan to be dynamic enough to
allow internal audit to take a proactive
and forward-thinking approach.
It has become increasingly important for the audit committees to assess,
whether internal audit is performing
the appropriate activities, has adequate resources, and is proactively
identifying risks and monitoring critical
controls. The specific expectations for
internal audit functions vary by organisation, but audit committees can facilitate a mutually beneficial relationship

by setting high expectations, clearly
communicating these expectations,
and holding internal audit accountable
for meeting them. By performing a
periodic assessment of the internal
audit function, audit committees can
help align expectations with other key
stakeholders. This assessment can
help the audit committee to confirm

partners concerned of the audit firm
and the firm.
Punishment for fraud under
Clause 447 of the Act provides that any
person who is found to be guilty of
fraud, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term, which shall not be
less than six months, but which may
extend to ten years and shall also be

that internal audit meets the needs of
the organisation, both today and in the
future.
The duties, which have been cast
on an ‘Auditor’ in the Act, applies to
both, Cost Accountants for Cost Audit
and Company Secretary in Practice for
Secretarial Audit, apart from the
Statutory Auditors of a company. The
Act has conferred auditors with greater
responsibility. Auditors, during the
course of performance of its duties, are
required to immediately report to the
Central Government, within such time
and in such manner as may be prescribed, any offence involving fraud
that is being or has been committed
against the company by its officers or
employees. If it is ascertained that a
partner of the audit firm has acted in a
fraudulent manner or abetted or colluded in any fraud by, or in relation to or
by, the company or its directors or officers, the liability for such an act,
whether civil or criminal, as provided in
this legislation or in any other law for
the time being in force, shall be joint
and shared by several of the partner or

liable to a fine, which shall not be less
than the amount involved in the fraud,
but which may extend to three times
the amount involved in the fraud.
Provided that where the fraud in question involves public interest, the term of
imprisonment shall not be less than
three years. A company or any officer of
a company or any other person in case
of wrongful acts, such as, making false
statement and giving false evidence
will be subjected to stringent penal
provisions set forth in the Act.
Corporate set-ups with global
operations need to also meet compliance obligations across various
regions such as, Africa, South East
Asia, USA and Europe, which have
become more stringent now. This
means considering the implications of
the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) and the UK Bribery Act, wherever these companies operate needs to
be evaluated. Management needs to be
fully aware of the risks in various markets and needs to ensure that proper
controls and accountability are in
place. CSRT
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INTERVIEW

In India for many, the
mandated CSR is a tool to
awaken several organisations to their responsibility in the social domain
while on the other hand; a
few oppose this idea of
mandatory CSR. Amidst
this mixed sentiment, in a
candid conversation with
Bachan Singh, Mohini
Daljeet Singh, CEO, Max
India Foundation unfolds
a narrative about the various aspects of CSR and
Sustainability at Max.
Excerpts:
What is the driving force behind the
CSR activities at Max Foundation?
Max India Foundation illustrates
through action the core values of the
Max Group which are “Caring for Life”

csr bEgins with
inDiviDuAl rEsPonsibility
and “SEVA Bhav”. We believe that
growth must be inclusive. In the words
of the Chairman, Analjit Singh, “The
opportunity to serve is grace and making a difference in someone’s life a

humble duty”. This ethos is the driving
force behind the CSR activities of Max
India Foundation.
According to you, what are the key
challenges in the way of CSR in India?
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How can we address them?
As a country we are not socially sensitive or responsible on an individual or
on collective basis. This is the greatest
challenge. Corporations have to be

INTERVIEW

concerned about the society and environment around them; as they are a
part of it. They must realise every
action of theirs, whether positive or
negative will have an impact and ultimately on themselves too. CSR must
be given due importance by senior
management so that the ethos permeates down the ranks and real effort
is actually done rather than just lip
service.
What key elements do you keep in
mind while planning, implementing
and executing any CSR project?
Our area of work is healthcare for the
underprivileged. We ensure the economic status of the beneficiaries is
‘Needy’, the project will have long
term positive impact; it is executed
with empathy and sensitivity and the
dignity of the beneficiaries is not compromised.
For how long have you been associated with Chinmaya Mission? What is
the outcome of this association? Any
plans to expand the association further?
We have been associated with
Chinmaya Mission for many years,
s i n ce t h e st a r t o f M a x I n d i a
Foundation. Together we have impacted more than 54,000 needy patients
from the Ashram Chowk area. We
have expanded the association by
arranging health camps and talks for
children in schools beyond the health
centre.
Share some details about your projects ‘Jamghat’ and Free Limbs for
underprivileged.
For the street children being looked
after by NGO Jamghat, we have started a day care centre near the Red Fort.
Besides renting the premises which
has the provision of toilet and bathing
facilities, we provide the children three
meals, regular health checks with
medicines, immunisation and an educator who teaches them and prepares
them to attend school regularly. They

have recreational and developmental
activities, through song, dance, games
and theatre. Every year we sponsor
them to attend a sports meet arranged
by another NGO.
Max India has been organising
one major Artificial Limbs Camp with
NGO Manav Seva Sannidhi annually. In
addition, we facilitate artificial limbs
through other organisations and
NGOs to give the disabled a new lease
to their lives by making them mobile
and independent. To date, we have
facilitated 3,406 artificial limbs and
polio calipers.
In the current scenario, which area do
you think needs critical attention in
the society while it comes to corporate social responsibility? Why?
The areas that need critical attention
are healthcare, education, skills
development and infrastructure. India
has no dearth of human resource, but
instead of being an asset, it is a liability
because of dire shortage of the above
mentioned areas. The population
must have basic healthcare including
hygiene and sanitation, education,
skills training which is relevant to
employability and infrastructure to
facilitate this including basic housing.
These areas are imperative pre-requisites to growth.
If given a choice mandatory CSR or
voluntary CSR, which of the two will
you support? Why?
Against the backdrop of the present
scenario in our country, it must be
mandatory. The only choice is “MUST
DO “.
For the fiscal year 2014-15, how
much budget do you have for CSR
activities?
Albeit our budgetary allocation marks
it somewhere between Rs 9 to 10
crores, our effort is to make every
rupee tilize in a proper manner.
Do you plan to launch new CSR programmes in the areas where you
were not functional earlier?
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At present, we don’t have any plans to
go beyond the areas of our focus. But
we are constantly working to expand
our reach in the areas of our presence.
What all initiatives is Max Foundation
carrying out in order to save and preserve environment?
The Max Group has Green hospitals,
eco-friendly waste management procedures et al. We recycle paper, conserve energy, plant trees wherever
possible. Every month, the Foundation
circulates an Environment Tip to the
Max Group, partners and friends to
encourage environment friendly practices. Encouraging the use of reusable
jute bags is also a regular practice at
Max Group.
Is having a business idea in social
contribution projects good or bad as
many corporate are still in a state of
dilemma over ROI?
Social contribution initiatives should
be aligned to the core competencies of
the business to enable one to do what
one knows best on an honorary basis.
After that, the business aspect should
be put aside.
Could you please share some example of how business can become
more sustainable? Do you admire any
company in particular for its
approach towards sustainability?
If a business is responsible and sees
natural resources as their own valuable resources, it will avoid wastage
and will follow correct waste management. Stringent measures should be
taken to avoid pollution of all types.
Reuse and recycle resources is a mantra for sustainability. Use of biodegradable products need to be encouraged. Some companies are well
known for their sustainable practices.
Any message for corporations and
individuals?
When in a position to make a
difference, just do it. CSR begins
with Individual responsibility. Start
today. CSRT

CSR PROFESSIONAL

rAKEsh K ArorA

bEing instrumEntAl to
robust csr oPErAtions
in its effort to expand the reach and portfolio of csr and
sustainability, csr times has initiated a new section –
csr Professional of the month. this month’s csr professional is rakesh K Arora, Executive Director (F&A)
(corporate Planning & corporate social responsibility),
rural Electrification corporation limited.

R

akesh K Arora, Executive
Director (F&A)
(Corporate Planning &
Corporate Social
Responsibility), Rural
Electrification Corporation Limited
has been heading the CSR function in
Rural Electrification Corporation
Limited (RECL), a Navratna CPSE
under the administrative control of
Ministry of Power, Government of
India, for the last 3 years.
RECL is a responsible corporate,
mindful of its social responsibilities, to
its internal as well as external stakeholders and contributes towards
inclusive growth and equitable devel-

opment in the society, mainly through
empowerment of the marginalised
and underprivileged sections/communities, by conducting business in an
economically, socially and environmentally sustainable manner that is
transparent and ethical. RECL has
allocated budget on CSR amounting to
0.5% of its Profit after Tax during FY
2011-12 and 2012-13, and 1% during
FY 2013-14, which have been fully utilised in the respective years, with a
cumulative spend of over Rs. 65 crore
in the last three years. Today REC is
involved in numerous sustainable CSR
initiatives around various parts of the
country, each year for development of
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local communities, local educational
programmes and community relief
initiatives, touching countless lives in
meaningful ways.
Rakesh K Arora has recently been
promoted as Executive Director (F&A)
(Corporate Planning & Corporate
Social Responsibility) at the organisation. He has served as the GM (CSR)
earlier. He has been closely involved in
steering the CSR activities of the
Company in line with the CSR Policy
approved by the Board of Directors.
The main focus of REC’s CSR initiatives has been on the thematic areas of
the job-oriented skill development
programmes for persons from economically backward sections of society, empowering women and promoting gender equality, education, promoting environmental sustainability
through non-conventional sources of
energy, promotion of preventive health
care/sanitation facilities, providing
safe and hygienic drinking water, facilities for elderly people & persons with
disability, creation of infrastructure for
the benefit of society, especially in
remote and backward areas, and promotion of national heritage, art & culture. The projects are implemented in
project mode, closely monitored for
timely implementation and achieving
the desired outcomes. At his prior
responsibility as GM (CSR), Arora has
been instrumental in institutionalising
robust processes for project identification, due diligence and implementation to the extent possible, with a view
to bring objectivity and transparency in
the CSR operations.
In recognition of the wide CSR
ranging initiatives, and focus on best
practices, REC has been recently
awarded the Help Age India Gold Plate
Award for its best practices in Care for
the Elderly, and also the ‘IPE - CSR
Corporate Governance Award’ by The
Institute of Public Enterprises,
Hyderabad, during FY 2012-13. CSRT

ACTIVITY

T

he disparity between the
urban and rural populace
is getting wider, as youngsters in increasing numbers are migrating to
urban cities. This number has seen
the rise mostly in the last decade.
While better careers, lifestyle, education and livelihood become the honey
which attracts them, intermittently
when they walk down the memory
lane, their roots call them to reciprocate, to add some value to their native
land and the residents there. Amidst
the hustle bustle of their busy life,
there are some lives which were finding reasons to somehow manage to do
something of value addition to their
rural area. For years they could not
find any strong reason to do that, until
they were clear with their value creating idea. Something hit the chord and
the element with which they could
start hit their brains. Nothing much of
relevance was left and a group from
New Delhi left for Uttarakhand. The
group is an NGO – First Step
Foundation which has been dedicatedly working for the underprivileged
and the marginalised children for the
last 5 years. It was a call from the
mountains and the team from the
foundation responded without a delay.
The group began with visiting the local
primary schools at Paudi Gadhwal
forming a team with the indigenous
populace. Their journey’s first step
started with a visit to the local primary
schools at Bhitain village and its vicinities. Members of they went a little
nostalgic as the memories of their last
visit to Thisa Village in Tihri Garhwal,
Uttarakhand flashed in their minds as
if a matter of yesterday. Now, since the
team visited the state again but at a
new area, the link was in the back of
their heads. As they say that never
ending efforts bring visible results,
the recently concluded visit to the hilly
state covered 3 schools in Bhitain vil-

rEciProcAtion
hAPPEns in hills!

Lost too much in the busy schedules of their urban lifestyle for years, some lives gave it a serious thought to
reciprocate to their native rural land. A calling from the
hills and First Step Foundation packed its bags.

lage of Pauri Gardhwal, Uttarakhand.
Each of the primary schools consisted
of 15-30 students and First Step
Foundation have had a healthy interactions with them. The purpose was to
know the issues these future leaders
deal with. Since the time the team visited the state, and due to their close
engagement and efforts with these
schools and its pupils, lot of aspects
have seen transition. Now these 3
schools have their own suggestion
boxes intended to have suggestions
from everyone on how to improve the
present level of education or any other
suggestion for that matter. While the
interaction was happening, smiles
were so apparent on the faces of Neha,
Anjali and Rajini, smiles which were
not forced ones, but something which
emerged naturally as if you find something your life was longing for! The
close engagement resulted in the
pupils opening up their lives infront of
what they would have felt “Shehri
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Babus”. As the warmth of the engagement grew intense, the students started reciting poems and inspirational
songs like “We shall overcome…” et al.
To encourage these children to build a
solid foundation and emerging victors
in life, the First Step Foundation’s
team distributed colourful books, story books, crayons etc to them. Getting
down to the memory lane into my
childhood, I could also correlate to
their expectations (expecting something to eat when someone visits us),
the team Bhitain distributed sweets
amongst the students. Now, as it was
time to recede back for the team, it left
an ever lasting impression and a broad
grin on these innocent faces with a
longing when will these urban babus
visit us again. Albeit very small steps
by the team, but these were steps and
acts which could inspire them, which
could bring hope to their lives, which
acted as catalysts for these torch bearers. CSRT

SNIPPETS
Now sustainability
reporting a mandate for
Big EU firms

Following into the Indian steps, it
was a historic day for Europe also
where recently, according to a
new law, the biggest companies
in Europe need to include sustainability factors in the annual
financial report as part of it. The
law comes into picture after it
was passed by the European
Parliament with a 599-55 vote.
The law is applicable to publicly
traded organisations with more
than 500 employees. These firms
must address their CSR policies,
risks and results pertaining to
social, environmental and human
rights impact, anti corruption
policies and diversity in their
annual reports. Currently, there
are nearly 2,500 firms which produce sustainability reports voluntarily and with the law coming into
effect, this number is expected to
rise to around 7,000 by 2017.

The social wheel of Love Care
Foundation

Love Care Foundation feels privileged in sharing its success and recognition with
all. The Foundation is running 21 informal education centers, 17 schools in
slums in Delhi /NCR, 7 complete vocational training centers, 1 mentally disabled
center giving education and opportunity to the challenged sector of the society.
The Foundation has spread its wings and is now running regional offices in Bihar,
Manipur, Jammu, Himachal, Hyderabad, Punjab and Rajasthan. The team looks
forward in seeking opportunities in the CSR activities and events organised by
the corporates so as to bring the under privileged children face to face with the
privileged people of society. The enthusiasm and dedication of the team workers
of the Foundation has gone a long way in restoring the smiles of innocent small
buds and helping in building their lives towards a better tomorrow. Love Care
Foundation would like to invite all readers and their families to be a part of their
initiative by joining and supporting activities to uplift the deprived section of the
society. For more details kindly visit us at www.lovecarefoundation.org.

Science Centre for underprivileged children by Ingersoll Rand
As part of its social convergence initiative, Ingersoll Rand has partnered
with Agastya International
Foundation to officially announce the
launch of a Science Centre at Govt.
Girls Senior Secondary School,
Jacobpura in Gurgaon. The Centre
has been launched to help benefit
economically disadvantaged children
in remote, rural areas, with a special
focus on the girl child and teachers.
Through innovative and unique
hands-on science education, the

Science Center aims to foster creativity amongst children and provide
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them with the learning tools and confidence to overcome their constraints. The science center was
inaugurated in presence of Dhirendra
Singh, IAS, former Union Home
Secretary, Alok Verma, Director –
Prarambh & CEO Utkarsh Society,
Venkatesh Valluri, Chairman and
President Ingersoll Rand India along
with Sheel Kumari, Principal, GGSSS,
Jacobpura and K. Thyagrajan, Chief
Operating Officer, Agastya
International.

SNIPPETS

Promoting healthcare comes
under CSR ambit: Govt
After a little dilemma to clarify everything pertaining to
corporate social
responsibility, the
Government of
India has come up
with a clear stand
on health sector.
The Corporate
Affairs Ministry has
now made it clear
t h a t p ro m o t i n g
healthcare will come under the ambit of CSR. The ministry cleared the air by
mentioning that programmes undertaken by corporations concerning the promotion of healthcare will be considered as social welfare activity under the new
companies law.

POWERGRID Donates Ambulance to General
Hospital, Gurgaon under CSR
P o w e r
G r i d
Corporation of India
Ltd (POWERGRID), a
Navratna Central
Public Sector
Enterprise, realising
the indispensable role
of ambulance services
in emergency prehospital medical care,
patient transfer, ease
of access to health
services particularly to
rural areas has undertaken an initiative of providing ambulances to
Government hospitals/Medical colleges/Rural Health Centers as part of
its Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programme. The project was
inaugurated by Chairman and Managing Director, POWERGRID, R. N.
Nayak. The major activity for the initiative was the flagging off one ambulance from its Corporate Office to Gurgaon General Hospital on 22nd May,
2014. POWERGRID is donating 28 such ambulances to various Govt.
Hospitals across the country under its CSR initiative with the objective that
it will strengthen the Public health infrastructure, increase confidence of
people in public healthcare services and enhanced utilisation of public
health infrastructure particularly in rural India.
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SEBI Issues Detailed
Corporate Governance
Norms

In a recent move, market regulator SEBI came up with
detailed norms on corporate
governance for listed firms,
which provides for stricter disclosures, and protects investors, stake holders and share
holders rights and ensures
egalitarian treatment for stakeholders across the entire value
chain. According to the new
rules, which will come into
effect from October 1, the companies will need to get shareholders’ consent for concerned
party transactions, establish
whistle blower mechanism,
elaborate disclosures on salaries and have at least a female
director on their boards. The
basic idea of making these
norms come into play is to
ensure that companies adopt
the best practices in corporate
governance. The market gegulator has made amendments in
clauses — 35B and 49 — of the
listing agreement. Now,
according to the fresh 35B
norms, the shareholders will
have the option of e-voting on all
proposed resolutions to be
passed in general meetings.

SNIPPETS

More than 250 tribals get married in mass marriage function
The tribal villages of Jawhar
and Mohada talukas of
Thane district have had a
big reason to smile and celebrate lately, as over 250
tribal couples from the
region walked down the
aisle with a helping hand
from social organisations.
The mass marriage programme (which involved
252 couples) was organised
by Vedanta Foundation. The
biggest block in the way of
marriage for these tribal people is the
financial aspect, which leaves them
sans any celebration or ceremony and
leaves them with hopeless future.
Major challenges faced by the community are the likes of their children
not getting admission in any school
(due to the lack of parents’ identity),
sometimes they are barred from
attending public events et al. The mass

marriage witnessed happening the
day-long ceremony in a tradition way,
shunning away from dowry practices.
The marriages were performed with
all the basic necessities like
Mangalsutra, Janwe, Mundavane,
Kumkum, Padha and Varmala. All
these basic commodities were organised by the Vedanta Foundation. In
order to get their basic needs of married life fulfilled, gifts like sarees,

ornaments , utensil sets,
mobiles, quilts, cycles,
school bags, watches , goggles, and hygiene kits like
soaps to the couples were
also distributed. Founder
trustee, DP Agarwal said,
“The foundation is also
facilitating them with marriage certificates to avoid
further problem within the
community, and has given
fixed deposits worth Rs
5,000 to each couple in the
local post office and also trained 75
women with new tailoring machines to
help them earn a better livelihood.”
“The aim of this mass marriage was to
promote simplicity in marriages, discouraging dowry and providing a new
beginning for the underprivileged
people under the social inclusion,” Dr
L o n a N a ya k , C E O o f Ve d a n ta
Foundation said.

Health and sanitation awareness camp by Wockhardt Foundation
Recently, on World Health Day, Wockhardt Foundation
organised a social ‘Health and Sanitation’ awareness
camp at Sindhi Camp, RCF Chembur, Mumbai. Working
in tune with the theme of WHO, the aim of the camp is to
reduce the number of vector-borne diseases in Mumbai’s
slums. Wockhardt Foundation is a national NGO which is
dedicated to human welfare and social service activities.
Nearly 400 people in the RCF slums were benefitted from
the camp. While the camp was led by Dr. Akshay
Chhallani, Senior General Physician, Wockhardt
Hospitals, it was graced by the lead vocalist of Joi band Joi Barua and movie Dev D - the National Film award
winner. Mumbai slums are home to many vector-borne
diseases like Malaria, Chikungunya and Dengue. In every fourth house in Mumbai slums, someone of the family
members suffers from vector-borne diseases. A study reflected that water borne morbidity in Mumbai slums was
24%. On the one hand, the event saw distribution of nearly 200 Shudhu strips (1 strip per person) sans any cost
amongst the slum people, on the other hand to raise awareness on health and sanitation among the slum dwellers,
a young theatre group – Yash Theatre Group performed a street play. Pamphlets in Marathi and Hindi on vectorborne disease awareness and Shudhu water purification instructions were also distributed.
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REAL ESTATE

D

iya Foundation is the
dedicated CSR arm of
Ansal Properties &
Infrastructure Ltd. The
vision of the foundation
is to create a society where all indigent, disabled and aged have equal
opportunities to develop. While the
foundation entered its 12th year successfully, a quick flashback and activities highlights need a mention. The
major functional areas of the foundation are education, healthcare and
taking care of the aged. The social
space of the foundation includes Diya
Primary School and Chetan Playway
School, an initiative called Diya
“Celebrating Life”, Diya Vocational
Training Center, Support to Old Age
Homes/Differentlt Abled, Diya
Daignostic Center and Health Camps
and Gender Resource Center Project
with Delhi Government.
Amongst many of its programmes, the latest one added to its
portfolio is Sakaar, a school for mentally handicapped children in Hissar.
Diya Foundation has extended its support to Sakaar for its initiatives related
to mentally handicapped children and
has benefitted around 27 students so
far. Some activities that the group has
taken off late include awareness session on safe drinking water. With the
help of Development Alternative
Group, the foundation conducted an
awareness campaign on safe drinking
water in Chetan Vidya Mandir to make
children understand the importance of

AnsAl grouP’s DiyA
FounDAtion EntErs its 12th
yEAr oF sociAl contribution
safe drinking water. Other activities
included a workshop on child sex
abuse in the same school which
attended by 113 students. A delegation
from Red Crecent, world’s largest
group of humanitarian non-government organisation, UAE visited the
Chetan Vidya Mandir and Chetan
Playway School and distributed
clothes to all the children while on the
other hand, volunteers from the foundation visited old age home at Geeta
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Mandir, New Rajinder Nagar, New
Delhi and distributed meals, blankets,
towels and bed sheets to them. They
spent some time conversing with the
inmates which brought smiles to their
faces. It also carries activities like distribution of provisions to the BPL families, organises health camps and man
ges a Gender Resource Centre in association with the Delhi Government.
CSR Times wish the foundation luck for
its social initiatives! CSRT

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

FulFilling thE bAsic nEcEssitiEs,

shAPing thE FuturE

W

e have read and
heard about numerous NGOs eradicating hunger, eliminating poverty, educating the poor, supporting them
financially et al, yet a vacuum is left
which not many pay heed to – the vacuum to nurture the morale and character of kids from primary level.
Motilal Gupta and his NGO Sai Dham
are an answer to that.
Much has been written through
various mediums about the social
causes people make, the social contributions of different personalities. Inter
alia, there is a person of strong will and
purpose. His purpose is to free the
poor population from the tentacles of
misfortune. He doesn’t claim to do it
alone, but whatever is there in his control, he is ready to put all his energy
towards that purpose. This man
believes that one of the strongest reasons of the existing poverty in India is
lack of education and lack of finances
to pursue that education. Hence, rec-

tifying the root cause, Motilal Gupta,
Founder Chairman, Shirdi Sai Baba
Temple Society emerged as the deciding factor for him. Any initiative needs
that first step once you decide something, and for Gupta the first step
evolved in the form of establishing
Shirdi Sai Baba School in 2004, spanning over a 3 acre land in Faridabad
(donated by the founder). Unlike
numerous other NGOs (much ado
about nothing), the school which
caters to more than 1200 students
today, provides completely free education to poor children with free lunches,
uniforms, study material, sports,
health care and excursion tours.
Replicating the same models to
expand the accessibility of the cause,
another similar school has been set up
in Niswara in Bundelkhand (UP) with
an enrollment of 300 students. In
Ghazipur slum in Delhi, the NGO has
established a coaching center in 2013
which caters to 200 students, comprising of 40% girl students.
The fundamental principle of edu36 | CSR TIMES | JUNE 2014

cation system at Shirdi Sai Baba
School is value based education, a
holistic educational programme
developed in response to the need for
moral, character and social development of the young buds. The school
system here focuses on the key
aspects on value education; moral,
character and social development.
Sai Dham aims to transform the
fundamental aspects involved in primary education. In his words Gupta
shares, ”Policies and pledges are easy
to make but implementation can be
difficult and goals hard to achieve,
especially in a vast and populous
country such as India. International
agencies, the government of India, and
the numerous NGOs will have to work
together – with will, wisdom and tremendous energy - to make their desire
for universal primary education by
2015 a reality in India.”
The society uses latest available
technology to make learning easy and
simple for the pupil. Teaching model
here involves smart classes with interactive boards, projectors and laptops
where teachers now use videos, animation, live images and captivating
graphics right inside the classrooms.
Joining hands with NIIT Foundation,
Sai Dham has two ‘State-of-the Art’
computer labs, where it trains students from class 2 in computer applications. Similarly, at the centres in UP
and Ghazipur, the NGO provides high
quality technical education and skill
development trainings to youths hailing from poor families absolutely free
of cost along with placement facility
and programmes specific for girls. It
also carries out rigorous activities for
the alleviation of hunger and mass
marriages of poor girls. The ongoing
efforts of the NGO has not gratified it
with only this, as establishing more
such institutions is in pipeline. At 80,
the efforts of Motilal Gupta are still
growing stronger. Kudos! CSRT
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CELEBRITY

viDyA thAt worKs
For EDucAting!

G

oing with the wind of the
rumours, the gorgeous
Vidya Balan is making
headlines for reasons
not to be boasted of
about. If rumour mills are to be trusted, her married life is travelling a
rough patch, but concurrently one
hears the actor clearing the air on the
matter. Off late, the bong beauty
claims that her marriage is not troubled and is perfectly smooth sailing. A
tight professional regime and her
married life are not the only things she
is completely engrossed with. There is
a space beyond these arenas where
her presence and labour is irreplaceable and is as significant as her profession. Lately, the sheer actor has been
conferred upon Padma Shri Award by
the Government of India amongst
many other personalities from differ-

ent fields. But this is not something we
will discuss about her. What we will
delve into is the humane front of Vidya.
Her social contribution list is as long
as her films and endorsement list.
While one sees the natural performer
exhibiting acting across various
genres, proving her mettle, the social
space too marks her efforts significantly. After a survey adjudged that
India faces a severe sanitation crisis,
Vidya decided to do something to help
over the issue by educating people.
Joining hands with the government,
she instituted a campaign “Nirmal
Bharat Yatra” making use of television
and radio to educate and encourage
people to use toilets. Her social report
card includes promoting several
humanitarian causes plus lending a
helping hand and extending monetary
assistance to many charitable institu38 | CSR TIMES | JUNE 2014

tions. Not only this, the Government of
India has appointed Vidya Balan as its
brand ambassador to transform the
sanitary scenario in India. While she
has witnessed a rise in her career
since 2005 (marking her debut in the
B-town with Pradeep Sarkar’s
Pareeneta) with many commercial
and critical hits like Hey Baby, Bhool
Bhulaiya, Lage Raho Munna Bhai, Paa,
Ishqiya, Kahani, The Dirty Picture et al,
on the eve of Literacy Day in 2012, she
visited a village Lusa in Mirzapur in UP.
The occasion was to launch “Chhotte
Kadam Pragti ki Aur” campaign by
hair oil biggie Nihar Naturals. The
campaign is designed to promote and
enhance children education. She is
engaged in a plethora of activities in
social space ranging from March 2011
endorsing World Wildlife Fund’s Earth
Hour campaign in India to extensively
campaigning for significance of a
healthy nutrition for CINI (Child in
Need Institute), a Kolkata based nonprofit organisation. This vegetarian is
a trained Carnatic musician and had a
brief stint with Bharatnatyam and
Kathak. This “India’s hottest vegetarian” for 2011 and 2012, declared in a
poll conducted by PETA, one of the
major focus areas of Vidya is women
empowerment. For her role towards
women empowerment, she became
the youngest face for receiving The
Prabha Khaitan Puraskar Award 2012
b y t h e C a lc u t t a C h a m b e r o f
Commerce. In the month of August
2013, the actor served as the grand
marshal of the Indian Day parade at
New York City while on the other hand,
in the same year she instituted a technology-based learning programme for
underprivileged children in Thanapur
village of UP. While Vidya’s upcoming
project Bobby Jasoos is juggling with
post-production stages, the actor is
eyeing active presence in the social
arena for the future too. We wish you
CSRT
luck!
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